BOAT POLISH + SEAL
Protective Coating for Boats

Nanoman Boat Polish + Seal has been specifically engineered for the harsh
conditions that boats and other watercraft have to endure. It makes
cleaning and maintaining watercraft easier, faster and less costly, as well
as maintaining its appearance and investment value. Nanoman Boat Polish
+ Seal creates a thin invisible barrier that prevents dirt and other foreign
matter from adhering to or staining the surface. With the surface friction
being reduced and the surface hydrophobic most contaminants are picked
up by water and roll off the surface. Stubborn contaminants can be
removed quickly and easily with water and a soft cloth in most cases. It
can be used above and below the water line and therefore helps make the
cleaning of algae and other marine pollution easier. In addition to
providing an outstanding protective barrier against weathering, Nanoman
Boat Polish + Seal will also refresh the existing boat surface and leave it
with a deep high gloss shine.

FEATURES and BENEFITS
Strong non-stick properties that remains for up to 12-18 months.
Excellent easy-clean effect.
Easy one step application that won't degrade due to sunlight.
Durable, yet invisible to the human eye.
Suitable for all watercrafts, inlcuding fibre glass, gel coat, plastic and
alumininium surfaces.
Environmentally friendly.

KEY FACTS
Available in 100ml, 250ml, 1Lt and larger trade sizes.
Perfect for boat enthusiasts who want to spend more time enjoying their
time on the water rather than the endless cleaning and polishing usually
associated with boat ownership.
Coverage rate is 10ml per m2.

NANOTECH PRODUCTS
U8 50-54 HOWLEYS ROAD NOTTING HILL, VICTORIA
PH: 1300 696 266

WHY NANOMAN
Nanotech Products specialises in the development, manufacture and supply of
innovative nano based coatings. Through our Nanoman brand, we offer the most
comprehensive range of nanotechnology enabled surface coatings currently
available in Australia and globally.

Nanoman products are all eco-friendly, easy to use and designed to provide
maximum protection from liquids, environmental pollution and weathering.
Nanoman coatings provide surface protection for a variety of materials including
glass, solar panels, stone, concrete, wood, metal, textiles, tile, stucco, block walls,
motor vehicles, boats and equipment. Nanoman products reduce the need for the
use of cleaning chemicals which are detrimental to the environment making the use
our products a better choice for the planet.

Complete Protection
Protection for your boat, inside and out

PRIOR TO USING ANY NANOMAN PRODUCT ALWAYS CONSULT THE RELEVANT TECHNICAL DATA SHEET FOR FULL DETAILS OF PRODUCT APPLICATION,
USAGE AND DIRECTIONS.

SAFETY DATA SHEETS SHOULD ALSO BE REVIEWED PRIOR TO USAGE

